
This module is targeted to 
Barbies who want to start a 
business in fashion industry 
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I'm a Barbie girl, in a Barbie world
Life in plastic, it's fantastic.

You can brush my hair, dress me everywhere.

Imagination, life is your creation.
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Introduction
• In many BSR countries there are plenty of support 

mechanisms available for new entrepreneurs in the creative 
industries, e.g. business incubators and information centers.

• it has been observed that these do not usually serve the needs 
of fashion entrepreneurs as they usually do not have enough 
understanding of the special characteristics of fashion industry

• Further more, the existing support systems usually do not 
provide the entrepreneur sufficient assistance with the most 
important aspect of business: the idea generation.
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• The entrepreneur may have a clear idea of what she 
wants to do. Rather than to take this idea as a self-
evident starting point, it should be tested. 

• E.g. copy-cat behavior is rather common among 
entrepreneurs in the creative industries who may be very 
creative in their own practice but not so creative in 
marketing it

• the ideas need to be challenged in the beginning! The 
entrepreneur may not be entirely aware of the market 
potential and possibilities that lie outside their comfort 
zone
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market push vs. 
market pull

• It is typical for designers to  apply “market 
push”-strategy, that is, start looking for 
customers for existing products instead of the 
more feasible “market pull” strategy where a 
gap in the market is identified and then filled 
with a suitable product.
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Service design approach 

• seeing the practice as a service rather than 
product design - is helpful in widening the 
perspective into more viable direction.

• service sector is in the rise. In the future, by far 
the majority of employed people work in the 
service sector. This opens new possibilities to 
fashion practitioners as well!
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Lets get started!
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Introducing: Brainy Barbies

• This module introduces Barbie-dolls as brainstorming tools. 
For those who doubt this approach, we want to remind that 
Lego has had a set designed specially for brainstorming for a 
number of years already (www.seriousplay.com)

• Playing is a good way to boost creativity. 

• Playing with Barbie-dolls combines role-play and drama 
methods  and is particularly suitable for fashion professionals 
as many a designer has started her career by making outfits to 
barbies ☺

• Barbies with their accessories also take only little place and 
are light to carry (as opposed to real outfits used in drama 
sessions)
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How to start?

• Any endeavor a person undertakes should start 
with the question: What do I love doing?

• Passion is the recipe for success.

• Even if the entrepreneur is absolutely sure 
about her idea, the idea should be tested.
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Remember:
Brainstorming is team-
work! 4 participants is the 
minimum!



The first question is: what do 
you really enjoy doing?
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Barbie-brainstorming: 
Barbie-talk

• Give the entrepreneur a Barbie-doll. Ask her to dress it the way she wants. The other 
workshop-participants have Barbies as well. The whole group should spend around 
30 minutes in dressing them so that they look stylish.

• Ask the entrepreneur-Barbie 

– what she really wants to do? 

– what is her dream?

• Let the entrepreneur-Barbie talk for 5 minutes  - without interruption. Video-
recording this is very recommendable! One of the Barbies should take short notes on 
post-its and put them on the wall. 

• The entrepreneurs should use 3rd person: E.g. This Barbie really likes making hats. 
She would love to open a shop where people could not only buy hats but play with 
crazy hats and have fun...

• Note: The Barbie-talk can be entirely out of this planet. The main thing is to create 
an ambiance of trust and a safe environment for productive brainstorming.
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Reflection

• The team takes around 30 
minutes to reflect on the 
Barbie-talk. 

• The Entrepreneur sits on a 
comfortable chair, as relaxed as 
possible, and answers to the 
questions of the other team-
members.

• the main points are written on 
post-its
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KEEP NOTES!!!

ALL THE TIME!
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The team decides which of the 
possible business-ideas appear the 
most promising.

A new Barbie-doll needs to appear to 
the arena: the possible client. 



Persona

• Persona is a method used often in service design. It is a fictive 
client, a representative of the market segment the 
entrepreneurs targets at.

• a complete profile should be created for the persona: name, 
profession, family, hobbies, age etc.

• The associations of different animals are often used to inspire 
the team to think about the characteristics of the persona (e.g.
lion, swan or dog. Wikipedia is a good source for 
descriptions!) 
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Service path

• The Persona-Barbie should be walked through 
the service process, step by step.

• Each step – service moment – is written on a 
post-it and put on the wall so that a process is 
visualized.

• The entrepreneur-Barbie should participate in 
the play. What are her reactions and feelings 
during the process?
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At this stage, more 
ideas usually emerge.
This is fine. The process 
should be kept open all the 
time. 
The words “yes but” should 
never be used. You can say 
“yes and” instead.
The word “no” is forbidden!

In the Barbie-world 
everything is possible!



Selling the concept
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Feasibility check: 
Swimming in the Shark tank

• It is time for the Entrepreneur-Barbie to go and meet 
the possible investors

• She meets a team of Sharks-Barbies (as in the reality 
show Shark tank) who will interrogate the poor 
Barbie.

• Barbie needs to sell her idea to the Sharks

• She has to convince these mean venture capitalists 
that her business idea is feasible
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The Shark-Barbies act 
like Devil´s Advocates,
deliberately trying to 
undermine the 
Entrepreneur-Barbie´s 
businesss concept.
They pose hard questions
and grill Barbie without 
mercy.



It´́́́s tough!
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Closing up
• There is only so much that can be done in one-

day workshop

• It is time to stop the game and have a coffee. 

• At this point the entrepreneur is overwhelmed. 
She needs time to think.

• The team is tired too

• It is, however, vital that the process is 
continued
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What did the Enterpreneur learn?
What did she get from the workshop?
Has she enough to work on with?

Now is the time to visit the 
business support centres! 
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But keeping the Barbie-spirit up!
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Brainy Barbies: a new way  
to get out of the rut!
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Thank you!


